
Zachary Ambrosio
Trans-Media Production

Congratulations

Scholars Graduate!



Aimee Armosilla
East Asian Cultural Studies

Thank you all for being a part of this crazy, wild ride. From role-playing to designing

a Chinese garden to the outbreak of COVID-19, I can honestly say that our

experiences together will strengthen us to get through literally anything. Jokes

aside, I'm grateful for the memories we shared and that I know all of y'all will do

awesome things in life. To my sponsors and advisor, thank you for dealing with my

wacky work schedule. Even though I cut it close to the deadline often, you are

always confident that I will turn stuff in on time. Thank you for challenging me and

giving me the confidence to pursue what I'm really interested in and supporting me

every step of the way.



Martha Avila-Zavala
Human Development and Health

I would like to thank the following people for their endless
encouragement and support throughout my WSP and college experience.
 
- Whittier Scholars Program, especially Professor Rehn and Joanna Diaz 
- My senior project sponsor, Dr. Lori Camparo 
- My advisor, Dr. Sylvia Vetrone 
- My family and friends



Olivia Brown
Entertainment Studies

I'd like to thank my friends, fellow
classmates and professors for making
these past 4 years the best in my life.



Sarah Brown
Media Studies

WSP was such a wonderful program. I learned so much from
my mentors and my peers throughout my last four years.
Thank you to everyone who supported me and helped me
create my WSP major. To my peers, this wasn't the ideal
ending to our collegiate careers, but I'm so very grateful to
have has you as my class and I can't wait to see all the
incredible things you will do in life.



Jasmin Cao
Biopsychosocial Health

Congratulations

Scholars Graduate!



Dalton Casserly-Simmons
Sustainable Entrepreneurship

Congratulations

Scholars Graduate!



Brianne Estrada
Social and Environmental Marketing

AND
Digital Art & Design

 

To my dearest friends and faculty. I want to thank you all for being extremely

supportive of my Whittier Scholars journey. Thank you to my close friend Amy

Trinh who has been nothing but a supportive rock to my years at Whittier.

Having a friend that I got to share most of my classes with made my experience

so worthwhile. I hope we continue to grow and kick butt as we leave our Whittier

adventure behind. I would also like to thank Ms. Smirnov, Dr. Rehn, Jenny

Herrick, Brody Albert, and Sal Johnston for making my WSP major blossom.

Being taught by you all has taught me how much I love learning, and how I will

continue to learn in my fields of interest. Who knew that sociology, design,

marketing, and environmental studies could go hand in hand?



Angelica Gil
Criminology & Criminal Studies

Congratulations

Scholars Graduate!



Génesis Gil
Environmental Policy

Thank you to everyone for the fun memories,
and making this all truly a unique experience.



Jesse Gonzalez
Sport Media and Communication

To my best friend Maira, it was great to have you in almost every class I

had since Freshman year. Hearing my rants, and you always making me

laugh throughout my struggles. To my Brothers, Nicky, and Noah,

congrats boys, we finally did it. To the Whittier Scholars Program, thank

you for allowing me to major in something I never thought about when

entering Whittier College. If you have my autograph, keep it. You will be

hearing me on the radio or through your television screen soon. So

thankful, so grateful, I’ll see you soon.



Amanda Hessey
Visual Storytelling

Much gratitude and appreciation to all of my friends, fellow

classmates, and the Whittier College faculty and staff. I could not have

had academic success without you all. A huge thank you to my amazing

sponsor, Patti McCarthy for keeping me in check and encouraging me

during the process my senior project film. Hope everyone is healthy

and safe during all the uncertainty, and I believe that we are all

resilient and will be okay after all this passes.



Noah Humphrey
Religious Studies Major

AND

Holistic Care Minor

Hey continue to grind and keep moving forward. 

Trust yourself and have faith on the road ahead



Alexa Lidskin
Multimodal Storytelling

AND
Fashion & Costume Development

Congratulations

Scholars Graduate!



Piper Lowinger
Global Cooperation Strategies

To the Whittier Scholars Program, thank you for believing in my
academic dream. Because of WSP and the major I created, I know the
direction of my career and life. Thank you for introducing me to those
who would become my greatest and lifelong friends. Four years ago,
WSP set me on an adventure to become the young woman I am today,
tomorrow, and every day after.



Emilio Maldonado
Sustainable Urban Development

Congratulations

Scholars Graduate!



Isabella Mejos
Business Administration -Marketing

AND
Gender in Media

Congratulations

Scholars Graduate!



Emily Montgomery
Marine Science and Studies

My sponsor, Professor Alejandrino, was one of the most influential

people in my Whittier career. He was the one who first introduced me

to marine biology, and for that I am extremely grateful. I am also

extremely thankful for Professor Swift and Professor Fissore. These

two showed me how to be a powerful woman in science, and they have

been some of the best mentors I have ever had.



Joshua Morales
Neurobiology

Thank you WSP class of 2020! It has been an honor to complete my
college journey with all of you. A huge thanks to Dr. Rehn for being
with me the entire way through my WSP journey supporting me ever
since I joined the program! I also thank Dr. Sanders, Dr. Fissore, and Dr.
Eastman for teaching all of my other WSP classes and making them
very memorable. Well done class of 2020, we did it!



Monica Moreno
Anthropological Journalism

I want to thank my sponsor Joseph Donnelly for

everything he has done to get me to this point in my

academic career. He was on board with helping me

create my major and senior project since the

beginning and I could not have done it without him.



Andrea Oliande
Business Administration Major 

AND
Spanish Minor

Congratulations

Scholars Graduate!



Jessica Poland
Global Politics



Jessica Poland

There are a lot of professors, staff, and students who have been an
amazing help to me and getting me to graduation. 
 
In particular, I'd like to thank Professor Rehn who put up with my
incessant emails and requests. You really made my Whittier College
experience a stellar one and I am extremely grateful to you for all
your help. 
 
I'd also like to thank Professor Norden who was a wonderful senior
project sponsor and really helped provide me guidance with my
senior project. You were an amazing professor and an amazing
mentor. Thank you for all your help. 
 
Next, thank you to Professor McBride, you were a great teacher, and
I really felt like you taught me a lot Your stories and experiences
gave me a lot of guidance and helped me decided what I wanted to do
with my life. Thank you.       
                                                 
Professor Angevine, your PLSC Research Methods Class taught me
so much and really opened my eyes to the world of data. It taught me
to love research and using data to understand our world. It also gave
me skills that I will use for the rest of my life. 
 
There are probably some professors I'm forgetting but I'm extremely
grateful for all the help you provided me throughout my time at
Whittier College.



Nikki Segura
Postcolonial Movements Major 

AND
Institutional Inequality Minor

Congratulations

Scholars Graduate!



Nikki Segura
Seriously, thank you Professor Rehn for being so patient and

flexible with me, and for wanting to see me progress as a person

and student. Becky G, you’re an absolutely amazing human

being. Your compassion and integrity for wanting to help create

a more egalitarian society is inspiring. Aloha for seeing the value

in life, and for putting in the work to create the space for an

Ohana to manifest. To my peers, keep being dope. Y’all are some

seriously impressive and kind people that i hope all the best for.

And try not to let the irrational standards of our capitalist society

influence how you view yourself! Capitalism and colonialism

will never be able to understand the true beauty in you and us.

Aloha!



Lauren Swintek
Screenwriting and Film Studies

AND
Digital Art & Design

Congratulations

Scholars Graduate!



Maira Tejeda
Transcultural Film

I want to give a special shout out to my sponsor Charles Eastman and
my advisor Julie Collins-Dogrul, who have been with me through this
academic journey since my first year of college and have given me the
best guidance and support I could have asked for. I also want to give a
special shout out to my friend, Jesse Gonzalez, who has been there for
me since our first year of college. I also want to congratulate all the
Whittier Scholars and wish them nothing but the best!



Amy Trinh
Consumer Studies Major 

Art Major 
Chinese Minor



Amy Trinh
Dear WSP Class of 2020, 

 

I'm so sorry that our time together was cut short. There is nothing that can make up for the

symposiums we didn't get to give or get to attend or the president's dinner above the clouds for

our full-circle moment or even just running into each other and catching up on eachothers lives

over lunches. The feeling of incompleteness and uncertainty is something that feels unshakeable

and weighs heavily on our shoulders. But luckily we are no stranger to uncertainty, three years

ago we joined this program to brave the unknown. With dreams of combining disciplines like

science and religion, film and sociology, and even marketing and sustainability, we made our own

paths, together. Even when others didn't understand, we all took the time to learn and lift each

other up. I hold immense gratitude for our WSP 2020 Senior class, y'all are incredible, innovative,

compassionate and I know we've worked so hard to get to where we're at and where we're going.

Thank you for learning with me, challenging me, and (some of you becoming Greenwich

Villagers and Chinese garden conceptualizers with me). 

 

I know uncertainty looks different this time and it's going to be tough, but so are you. Thank you

all for inspiring me to be the WSP Scholar that I have become. May we celebrate and recognize

each other for our dedication to interdisciplinary collaboration, our goals, and each other. To my

fellow soon be WSP Scholars Alumni, I know you all are the future leaders in film, entertainment,

comedy, journalism, animation, design, photography, writing, healthcare, sustainability,

conservation, government, activism, non-profits, entrepreneurship, marketing, world travel,

storytelling, poetry, cultural understanding, education, and honestly y'all, anything your heart

desires. I know this because we are resilient, we don't just survive, we thrive. Our dreams and

goals will come true because we have the courage to pursue them. May we keep moving forward

and always remember that we, your scholars' family, believe in you. Thank you for everything,

class of WSP 2020! We made it!!! With love, Amy Trinh*thank you for checking, i guess after

rereading and considering, it's much more meaningful to have it signed by someone personally :) 

--- 

 

To Brianne Estrada! Thank you for being my WSP/Design partner in crime! I am so lucky to have

gotten to grow through these four years with you! Your compassion and enthusiasm for the world

are so inspiring! I know you're going to bring so much kindness and you are a positive force to

everyone you cross paths with, wherever you go. I love being part of your journey to becoming the

rad designer, nurturing leader, and conservationist that I know you are! I'm so glad we endured

the challenges and celebrated our successes together and I'm so excited to see where the

adventures of life take us! - Amy Trinh

---

 

I also submitted a thank you entry to Dr. Smirnov and another general one to our WSP council,

faculty, staff, and basically family! <3



Victoria Unger
Sport & Entertainment Marketing

Congratulations

Scholars Graduate!



Spencer Vanderstarren
Sustainable International Business

Congratulations to everyone in the 
WSP Class of 2020! It's been a pleasure

learning with you and from you!



Priscilla Villa
Social Justice Studies

Thank you Joanna for being the best and always
advocating for students. You do so much for WSP and
your hard work is appreciated! 
I would also like to thank my sponsor Professor Julie
Collins-Dogrul for her continuous support.



Ky Watnick
Human Development

Congratulations

Scholars Graduate!



Isabella Zonni
Travel and Wellness Studies

I want to thank Dr. Duran, Professor Gil Gonzalez, and Professor Rehn for their
support as my visions and dreams developed and came into light. I am so excited for
my future and am forever grateful to your guidance as we made my thoughts, ideas,

and passions into my reality with Travel and Wellness Studies. Thank you to my
WSP Palmer Sisters for being my rock through our assignments and deadlines. And
a special shout out to Piper, Dalton, and Bella—I’m so thankful for your friendships,

both in WSP and in life.   And to my fellow graduating WSP Class of 2020 - I know
this is not the ending we all had in mind, but I cherish the time we got to spend

together these past few years! I am looking forward to many fun reunions ahead.
Best of luck on your next endeavors and I cannot wait to see where life takes us all.

We are already making history!


